MIDDLEBY KNOWS
PET FOOD PROCESSING

HINDS-BOCK
Most advanced, high throughput and precise single and multi-head filling and depositing equipment for liquid and semiliquid products. Operates over multiple packages.

COZZINI
Highest percentage meat slurry inclusion. Continuous feed systems for canned, freeze-dried, kibble and treats.

SPONNER VICARS
Pet food treats systems for:
• High speed mixing
• Forming via rotary molding or sheet-and-cut
• Baking

maurer-atmos
Industry's fastest drying systems for high volume production of pet food treats. Customized hygienic, fully automated and integrated solutions.

AUTO-BAKE SERPENTINE
Serpentine kibble and treats baking systems feature industry's highest production rates/smallest footprints. Best-in-class, wholesome baking solutions.

CVP
Extended shelf life, modified atmosphere packaging systems for a wide variety of pet food treats. Semi or fully automated bulk packaging lines integrate seamlessly into your production.

Contact:

Rod Gregg
+1 425 885-1183
rodg@hinds-bock.com
www.hinds-bock.com

Jim Gaydusek
+1 773 897-6913
jgaydusek@cozzini.com
www.cozzini.com

Dan Christie
+1 972 832-8414
dan.christie@spoonervicars.com
www.spoonervicarsbakery.com

Fabio Vettore
+39 335 732 2499
fabio.vettore@ftaparma.it
www.maurer-atmos.de

Scott McCally
+1 940 297-7787
scott.mccally@middlebybakerygroup.com
www.auto-bake.com

Bill Roskoskey
+1 630 258-1463
bill.roskoskey@middpkg.com
www.cvpsystems.com

Contact Dieter Zopf +49 173 4395251 dzopf@middleby.com

PET FOOD PROCESSING
MATERIAL HANDLING • GRINDING • MIXING & BLENDING • SIZE REDUCTION
MOLDING / SHAPING • DRYING • HIGH EFFICIENCY BAKING • PACKAGING